Woodshedding

In the last couple of weeks, I've heard jazz friends talking about 'woodshedding.' It's jazz lingo for practicing. But it has
a particular connotation that I'd like to.During our conversation, the term woodshedding came up to describe this
process. The term comes from the idea of going out to the.The term 'woodshedding ' refers to the instruction that is given
to a witness in order to make him/her respond to one party's favor. In woodshedding, the witness.Woodshedding
definition: prolonged rehearsal undertaken by a musician or group of musicians Meaning, pronunciation, translations
and examples.woodshed (plural woodsheds) woodshed (third-person singular simple present woodsheds, present
participle woodshedding, simple past and past participle.from Wiktionary, the free dictionary. Jump to: navigation,
search. English[edit]. Verb[edit]. woodshedding. present participle of woodshed. Retrieved from.verb (used without
object), woodshedded, woodshedding. and with a specific goal in mind: He's woodshedding for next week's
show.Woodshedding comes up all the time in interviews with guitar players. Doesn't matter if it's Brian Wilson or
Mastodon's Brent Hinds, most every.I first heard the term woodshedding when I was fourteen and a new drummer and
thus a sweaty-handed reader of Modern Drummer.Definition of woodshed. woodshedded; woodshedding. intransitive
verb.: practice; especially: to practice on a musical instrument.In earlier times wayward kids were subject to a form of
corrective discipline referred to as woodshedding. The parent would take the straying.The searching scathing
background-check is called "taking him behind the woodshed", or "woodshedding". For example, as I recall: in The term
woodshedding as applied to a witness has a colorful history, starting with the notoriety of a small structure just outside
the colonial.Woodshedding typically starts with the lead singing the melody of a song, often a song unfamiliar to the
others. This is followed by all four.woodshedding definition: Verb 1. Present participle of woodshed.Historically, the
term woodshedding was a term used by jazz musicians to describe time spent alone honing musical skills. In this
program, you will focus.Hi guys, Was wondering what you guys had to say about woodshedding, ie that time during
your study of the instrument where the world.The legendary Dave Stevens, a long-time Society staffer and towering
figure in the Society's history, compiled this Woodshedding suggestions for developing.WoodShed comes from
woodshedding which is a jazz term used to describe the practice of stealing away to hone your chops; this is the
time.Installation view, Woodshedding, Woodshedding All Swallow, All Swallow, Oil on wood with sawdust and wire
43 x 12 3/4 x 5 1/2 inches.
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